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ABSTRACT
Narrow emission-line galaxies can be distinguished in the well-known BPT diagrams through narrow emission
line properties. However, there are no boundaries visible to the naked eye between type-2 AGN and HII galaxies
in BPT diagrams, besides the extreme dividing lines expected by theoretical photoionization models. Here,
based on powerful t-SNE technique applied to the local narrow emission-line galaxies in SDSS DR15, type-2
AGN and HII galaxies can be clearly separated in the t-SNE determined two-dimensional projected map, and
then the dividing lines can be mathematically determined in BPT diagrams, leading to charming harmonization
of the theoretical expectations and the actual results from real observed properties. The results not only provide
an interesting and robust method to determine the dividing lines in BPT diagrams through the powerful t-
SNE technique, but also lead to further confirmation on previously defined composite galaxies more efficiently
classified in the BPT diagram of [OIII]/HV versus [NII]/HU.
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1. INTRODUCTION
BPT diagrams, named after Baldwin, Phillips, & Terlevich (1981) and the pioneer work on detailed study on classifications of
narrow emission-line galaxies in Veilleux & Osterbrock (1987), are firstly proposed in 1980s to show different physical properties
of optical narrow emission lines of tens to hundreds of extragalactic emission lines objects. Until now, there are millions of narrow
emission-line galaxies. And based on different kinds of central activities, narrow emission-line galaxies can be well classified
into two main kinds, type-2 AGN (Active Galactic Nuclei) (narrow emission-line AGN) with central AGN activities and HII
galaxies without central AGN activities. Although Type-2 AGN and HII galaxies have similar optical spectral features, properties
of optical narrow emission lines can be commonly applied to determine classifications of type-2 AGN and HII galaxies, such as
the well-known results in ongoing improved BPT diagrams (Cid Fernandes et al. 2011; Juneau et al. 2014; Kashino et al. 2017;
Kewley et al. 2019).
The BPT diagrams well allow the division of narrow emission-line objects in two main branches: one containing HII galaxies
and the other containing type-2 AGN (Seyfert galaxies and Low Ionization Nuclear Emission-LineRegions (LINERs)). Not similar
as Seyfert galaxies totally powered by central AGN activities, different mechanisms have been applied to LINERs, such as AGN
activities (Ferland & Netzer 1983; Halpern & Steiner 1983), shock heating (Heckman 1980; Dopita & Sutherland 1995, 1996),
photoionization by young stars (Terlevich & Melnick 1985; Filippenko & Terlevich 1992), photoionization by post-asymptotic
giant branch (post-AGB) stars (Binette et al. 1994; Eracleous et al. 2010; Cid Fernandes et al. 2011), etc. More recent review on
LINERs in Marquez et al. (2017) have shown that 60% to 90% of LINERs could be well considered as genuine AGN. Therefore,
in spite of controversial mechanisms, LINERs have been accepted as a subsample of type-2 AGN in the manuscript.
In the well-known BPT diagrams, between type-2 AGN and HII galaxies, there are no clear dividing boundaries visible to the
naked eye. The reported dividing lines by flux ratios of optical narrow emission lines in the BPT diagrams are estimated and
determined by expected properties of extreme starbursts and/or AGNs by theoretical photoionization models,such as the results well
discussed in Kauffmann et al. (2003); Groves et al. (2004); Kewley et al. (2006); Stasinska et al. (2006); Levesque et al. (2010);
Melendez et al. (2014), etc. More recently, de Souza et al. (2017) have studied emission-line galaxy classifications through
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probabilistic Gaussian mixture model applied to spectroscopic properties from the SDSS DR7 (Sloan Digital Sky Survey, Data
Release 7) and SEAGal/STARLIGHT datasets, and shown the Gaussian components relative to AGN and starforming galaxies.
However, the results discussed in de Souza et al. (2017) can not yet lead to apparent dividing lines. Thereby, it is a great pity on loss
of determining the dividing lines from properties of observed narrow emission lines of real narrow emission-line galaxies. Here,
based on the more recent powerful t-SNE (t-distributed Stochastic Neighbor Embedding) technique (van der Maaten & Hinton
2008; van der Maaten 2014; Arora, Hu, & Kothari 2018) which have been recently applied in Astrophysics (Traven et al. 2017;
Anders et al. 2018; Steinhardt et al. 2020), we will show actual results on the dividing lines in BPT diagrams from real observed
properties of narrow emission lines of local narrow emission-line galaxies, to check whether there are harmonization of theoretical
expectations and actual results on the dividing lines between HII galaxies and type-2 AGN in the BPT diagrams. Then, our main
results and necessary discussions are shown in Section 2, and conclusions are given in Section 3.
2. MAIN RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
Based on properties of optical narrow emission lines of main galaxies, the SQL query (http://skyserver.sdss.org/dr15/en/tools/search/sql.aspx)
can be conveniently applied in SDSS DR15 (Aguado et al. 2019; Belfiore et al. 2019), leading to collected 35857 local narrow
emission line objects with apparent narrow emission lines (line intensities at least 5 times larger than their corresponding
measured errors) of HU, HV, [O iii]_5007Å, [O i]_6300Å, [N ii]_6583Å and [S ii]_6717, 6731Å but no broad emission lines in
high-quality SDSS spectra (signal-to-noise ratios larger than 10). The applied SQL query in detail is as follows,
SELECT p l a t e , f i b e r i d , mjd , z , snmedian , h_be t a_ f l u x , h _ b e t a _ f l u x _ e r r , h_a l pha_ f l ux ,
h _ a l p h a _ f l u x _ e r r , o i i i _ 5 0 0 7 _ f l u x , o i i i _ 5 0 0 7 _ f l u x _ e r r , n i i _ 6 5 8 4 _ f l u x ,
n i i _ 6 5 8 4 _ f l u x _ e r r , s i i _ 6 7 1 7 _ f l u x , s i i _ 6 7 1 7 _ f l u x _ e r r , s i i _ 6 7 3 1 _ f l u x ,
s i i _ 6 7 3 1 _ f l u x _ e r r , o i _6300_ f l ux , o i _ 6 3 0 0 _ f l u x _ e r r
FROM GalSpecL ine as G JOIN S p e c O b j a l l a s S ON S . s p e c o b j i d = G. s p e c o b j i d
WHERE S . c l a s s = ’GALAXY’ and S . SNmedian > 10 and S . z < 0 . 2 and S . zwarn ing = 0
and G. h _ b e t a _ f l u x _ e r r > 0 and G. h _ b e t a _ f l u x > 5∗G. h _ b e t a _ f l u x _ e r r and
G. h _ a l p h a _ f l u x _ e r r > 0 and G. h _ a l p h a _ f l u x > 5∗G. h _ a l p h a _ f l u x _ e r r and
G. o i i i _ 5 0 0 7 _ f l u x _ e r r > 0 and G. o i i i _ 5 0 0 7 _ f l u x > 5∗ G. o i i i _ 5 0 0 7 _ f l u x _ e r r and
G. n i i _ 6 5 8 4 _ f l u x _ e r r > 0 and G. n i i _ 6 5 8 4 _ f l u x > 5∗G. n i i _ 6 5 8 4 _ f l u x _ e r r and
G. o i _ 6 3 0 0 _ f l u x _ e r r > 0 and G. o i _6300_ f l u x > 5∗ G. o i _ 6 3 0 0 _ f l u x _ e r r and
G. s i i _ 6 7 1 7 _ f l u x _ e r r > 0 and G. s i i _ 6 7 1 7 _ f l u x > 5∗ G. s i i _ 6 7 1 7 _ f l u x _ e r r and
G. s i i _ 6 7 3 1 _ f l u x _ e r r > 0 and G. s i i _ 6 7 3 1 _ f l u x > 5∗ G. s i i _ 6 7 3 1 _ f l u x _ e r r and
( S . s u b c l a s s = ’STARFORMING’ or S . s u b c l a s s = ’STARBURST’ or S . s u b c l a s s = ’AGN’ )
and G. h _ a l p h a _ f l u x /G. H_be t a_ f l ux < 6 and G. h _ a l p h a _ f l u x /G. H_be t a_ f l ux > 2
and v e l d i s p >60 and v e l d i s p < 400 and v e l d i s p e r r > 0 and v e l d i s p > 5∗ v e l d i s p e r r
.
Then, based on the collected properties of narrow emission lines of the 35857 local narrow emission-line galaxies, beautiful
BPT diagrams are shown in top panels in Figure 1, It is clear there are no apparent boundaries visible to the naked eye between the
expected type-2 AGN locating in top-right regions and the expected HII galaxies locating in bottom-left regions in the shown BPT
diagrams. Therefore, it is a constructive challenge to determine the dividing lines through mathematical visualization techniques
applied to the real observed narrow emission-line galaxies, besides the theoretical model determined ones.
The two well-known mathematical techniques have been accepted to do visualization and reduction of high dimensional data, the
commonly known PCA (Principal Component Analysis) technique (Ian Jolliffe & Cadima 2016; Lever, Krzywinski, & Altman
2017) and the more recent powerful t-SNE technique (van der Maaten & Hinton 2008; van der Maaten 2014; Arora, Hu, & Kothari
2018). The PCA technique has been well applied in Astronomy for several decades, such as the results reported in Sodre & Cuevas
(1997); Bailer-Jones et al. (1998); Warren et al. (2005); Re Fiorentin et al. (2007); Steiner et al. (2009).The main idea behind the
PCA technique through deterministic algorithm without hyperparameters is linear technique to reduce the dimensionality of data
that is highly correlated by transforming the original set of vectors to a new set known as Principal Components to preserve the
global structure of the data. In the manuscript, the first two most important Principal Components (PCA dimension 1 and PCA
dimension 2) are held by rotating the vectors for preserving variance. Meanwhile, the more recent powerful t-SNE technique
involving hyperparameters is a non-linear technique through non-deterministic or randomised algorithm. The math behind t-SNE
is quite complex but the idea is simple. It embeds the points from a higher dimension to a lower dimension trying to preserve
the neighborhood of that point, preserving the local structure (cluster) of data. More specifically, t-SNE technique minimizes
the divergence between two distributions: a distribution that measures pairwise similarities of the high-dimensional data and a
distribution that measures pairwise similarities of the corresponding low-dimensional points in the embedding. In the manuscript,
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Figure 1. Properties of local narrow emission-line galaxies and dividing lines in BPT diagrams. top panels show the well-known three BPT
diagrams in contour maps by flux ratios of [OIII]/HV, [NII]/HU, [SII]/HU and [OI]/HU for the collected 35857 local narrow emission-line
galaxies in SDSS DR15. Color bars show the corresponding number densities for the contour levels. Bottom panels show the corresponding
two contour maps in the three BPT diagrams for the objects in the two clusters shown in Figure 2 determined by the t-SNE technique: the
contour with contour lines near to red colors represents the map for the 7169 objects shown in red dots in Figure 2, the contour with contour
lines near to blue colors represents the map for the 28688 objects shown in blue dots in Figure 2. Color bars with colors near to blue and near
to red show the corresponding number densities for the levels in the two contours, respectively. In each bottom panel, solid line in magenta
shows the referenced direction, in order to create series of strips to determine the crossover data points of the position dependent number ratios
of the objects in the two clusters shown in Figure 2 included in the strips. In each panel, dashed line in green shows the photoionization model
determined dividing line between extremely starburst galaxies and type-2 AGN (or the extreme outer boundary for HII galaxies) reported in
Kewley et al (2001, 2006). Solid lines in green in the left panels show the dividing line between HII galaxies and composite galaxies reported
in Kauffmann et al. (2003). In each panel, solid line in black shows the t-SNE technique determined dividing line . , the expected dividing
lines between type-2 AGN and HII galaxies, and dashed lines in black show the corresponding upper and lower boundaries of .upper and .lower.
the determined similarity of data points are shown in the corresponding reduced two-dimensional embedded space, i.e., the
t-SNE dimension 1 and t-SNE dimension 2. Moreover, the commonly accepted hyperparameters applied in the t-SNE technique
are perplexity, early exaggeration, learning rate and number of steps (the hyperparameters listed in sklearn.manifold.TSNE in
python). Not similar as PCA technique, the t-SNE technique cannot preserve variance (global structure) but preserve distance
using hyperparameters (local structure). Therefore, the non-linear and probabilistic t-SNE technique can often find fine structures
where the PCA technique cannot.
Considering the four-dimensional data including the line ratios of [O iii]_5007Å to narrow HV ([OIII]/HV), [N ii]_6583Å to
narrow HU ([NII]/HU), total [S ii] to narrow HU ([SII]/HU) and [O i]_6300Å to narrow HU ([OI]/HU) of the 35857 local narrow
emission-line objects, the four line ratios applied in the three BPT diagrams, the data reduction and visualization can be well
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Figure 2. The t-SNE technique determined 2D projection of the collected 35857 local narrow emission-line galaxies through properties of the
four narrow line ratios of [OIII]/HV, [NII]/HU, [SII]/HU and [OI]/HU applied in the BPT diagrams. There are two clusters: one cluster with
dots in red and the other cluster with dots in blue.
done through the two mathematical techniques. Figure 2 shows the two-dimensional projected map through the t-SNE technique
applied to the four-dimensional data of the 35857 narrow emission-line objects. Here, the accepted hyperparameters applied in
the t-SNE technique are [170, 5, 400, 800] for perplexity, early exaggeration, learning rate and number of steps, respectively. As
we know that the powerful t-SNE technique is a particularly better technique than the PCA technique to especially do visualization
of high-dimensional datasets, the t-SNE technique can clearly lead to nice two clusters shown in blue dots for 28688 objects and
in red dots for 7169 objects in Figure 2. Meanwhile, the PCA technique cannot lead to similar results, compared results from the
PCA technique and from the t-SNE technique are shown in the following Figure 4 and Figure 5.
The nice two clusters well determined by the t-SNE technique can strongly indicate intrinsic different physical properties in the
BPT diagrams for the objects in the two clusters shown in Figure 2. Then, the narrow emission-line objects in the two clusters
determined by the t-SNE technique are separately replotted in the BPT diagrams in bottom panels of Figure 1 with contour lines in
bluish colors (for the objects shown in blue dots in Figure 2) and in reddish colors (for the objects shown in red dots in Figure 2),
respectively. Then, based on the contours with contour lines in different colors in the BPT diagrams, it is interesting that the
narrow emission-line objects in the two clusters shown in Figure 2 can be well distinguished in the BPT diagrams in bottom panels
of Figure 1, providing the chance to determine dividing lines between HII galaxies and type-2 AGN by independent mathematical
methods.
In the BPT diagram of [OIII]/HV versus [NII]/HU, there are two well accepted dividing lines between HII galaxies, composite
galaxies and type-2 AGN, one is applied to determine the outer boundary for extremely starburst galaxies, and the other one is
applied to determine the pure HII galaxies without central AGN activities, the region between the two dividing lines are well
defined for composite galaxies. Now, in the bottom-left panel of Figure 1, the two previously defined dividing lines can be roughly
compared with properties of the objects in the two clusters, considering the far-side outer boundaries for the objects in the two
clusters. Meanwhile, the theoretical model determined dividing lines in the other two BPT diagrams can also be well compared
with almost overlapped far-side boundaries of the objects in the two clusters determined by the t-SNE technique.
In order to construct a definite dividing line in the BPT diagram of [OIII]/HV versus [NII]/HU between the objects in the two
clusters determined by the t-SNE technique, a simple method has been applied. Followed a series of parallel strips with directions
parallel to the referenced direction linked the ridges of the two contour maps of the objects in the two clusters, the dividing line
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Figure 3. Detailed example on determining dividing lines in BPT diagrams. Top-left panel shows an example of the strip marked by two
dashed lines in magenta with directions parallel to the given referenced direction shown in the solid line in magenta (same as the one shown in
bottom-left panel of Figure 1). Solid line in cyan shows the determined dividing line. The two contours represent the maps for the objects in the
two clusters shown in Figure 2. Top-right panel shows the normalized cumulative position-dependent number ratios of the objects included in
the strip shown in the top-left panel from the objects in the two clusters with contour maps shown in colors near to blue and in colors near to red.
Solid circle in magenta in the panel shows the crossover point of the two position dependent number ratios of the objects from the two clusters
in the strip shown in the top-left panel. The position information of the crossover point is marked with characters in magenta. Bottom panels
show the determined crossover points shown as open circles in magenta from a series of strips in the three BPT diagrams, and the 2-degree
polynomial functions shown as solid lines in cyan applied to describe the data points. Solid circle in magenta in the bottom-left panel shows the
crossover point determined in the top-right panel by the objects in the strip shown in the top-left panel.
. is well built by the crossover points of the position dependent number ratios for the objects in the two clusters in the strips.
The final dividing line . has been well determined and shown in bottom-left panel of Figure 1. In the other two BPT diagrams,
the referenced directions are given by the direction linked the ridge of the contour map in bluish colors and the gully of the other
contour map in reddish colors, then leading to the t-SNE technique determined dividing lines.. Moreover, totally similar results
can be determined and confirmed in the BPT diagrams by given slightly different referenced directions but followed from the
bottom-left to the top-right in the BPT diagrams. Here, Figure 3 shows an example on more detailed information on the crossover
points for the objects in the two clusters in strips in the BPT diagrams.
Meanwhile, besides the t-SNE technique determined dividing lines. described by the two-degree polynomial functions shown
in Figure 1 and Figure 3, it will be very interesting to discuss properties of overlapped regions covered by both HII galaxies and
type-2 AGN in the BPT diagrams. It is clear that when the objects in the two clusters are plotted in the BPT diagrams with
their measured flux ratios of narrow emission lines (such as the results shown in bottom panels of Figure 1), there are overlapped
regions in the BPT diagrams for the objects in the two clusters determined by the t-SNE technique. Therefore, the overlapped
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Figure 4. Properties of narrow emission-line galaxies and dividing lines in BPT diagrams by t-SNE technique with different hyper-parameters.
Top panels show the 2D projections of the four-dimensional data of narrow emission line ratios of the 35857 narrow emission-line galaxies
through the t-SNE technique (top-left panel) with hyper-parameters different from the ones applied in Figure 2 and through the PCA technique
(top-right panel). Bottom panels show the corresponding two contour maps in the three well-known BPT diagrams for the objects in the two
clusters determined by the t-SNE technique: the contour with contour lines near to red colors represents the map for the objects shown in red
dots in the top-left panel, and the contour with contour lines near to blue colors represents the map for the objects shown in blue dots in the
top-left panel. Color bars in different colors show the corresponding number densities for the contour levels. In bottom panels, dashed lines
in green show the photoionization model determined dividing lines between extremely starburst galaxies and type-2 AGN reported in Kewley
et al. (2001, 2006). Solid line in green in the bottom-left panel shows the dividing line between HII galaxies and composite galaxies reported
in Kauffmann et al. (2003). Solid and dashed lines in black in each bottom panel show the dividing line . and the corresponding upper and
lower boundaries of .upper and .lower, the ones shown in Figure 1.
regions in the BPT diagrams are very real, which will provide further clues on properties of composite galaxies. Then, a simple
mathematical idea is accepted to determine the overlapped regions between .upper = . + * and .lower = . − . Here,
parameters of * and  are determined by the criteria that 1% of HII galaxies are above .upper and 1% of type-2 AGN are below
.lower in the BPT diagrams of [NII]/HU versus [OIII]/HV and [SII]/HU versus [OIII]/HV, but 0.5% of HII galaxies are above.upper
and 0.5% of type-2 AGN are below .lower in the BPT diagram of [OI]/HU versus [OIII]/HV (mainly due to the following shown
very smaller overlapped region). The well determined boundaries.upper and .lower are shown in Figure 1.
For the results shown in bottom-left panel of Figure 1, the overlapped region is determined between .upper = . + 0.28
and .lower = . − 0.23 in the BPT diagram of [NII]/HU versus [OIII]/HV, meaning that 99% of HII galaxies are locating
below the upper boundary of .upper and 99% of type-2 AGN are locating above the lower boundary of .lower. Therefore, we
can simply say that the overlapped regions defined by the upper and lower boundaries of .upper and .lower represent the mixed
region of HII galaxies and type-2 AGN with significant confidence level of 99%. Furthermore, the region between .upper and
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Figure 5. Properties of narrow emission-line galaxies and dividing lines in BPT diagrams by the t-SNE technique applied to the smoothed
sample of narrow emission-line galaxies. Top panels show the 2D projections of the four-dimensional data of narrow emission line ratios of the
smoothed 14554 narrow emission-line galaxies through the t-SNE technique (top-left panel) and through the PCA technique (top-right panel).
Bottom panels show the three BPT diagrams for the 14554 galaxies in the two clusters determined by the t-SNE technique: small pluses in
red and blue represent the objects shown in red dots and in blue dots in the top-left panel. In bottom panels, dashed lines in green show the
photoionization model determined dividing lines between extremely starburst galaxies and type-2 AGN reported in Kewley et al. (2001, 2006).
Solid line in green in the bottom-left panel shows the dividing line between HII galaxies and composite galaxies reported in Kauffmann et al.
(2003). Solid and dashed lines in black in each bottom panel show the dividing line . and the corresponding upper and lower boundaries of
.upper and .lower, the ones shown in Figure 1.
.lower has interestingly similar covered space as the region between the reported dividing lines in Kewley et al. (2001, 2006)
and in Kauffmann et al. (2003). However, there are no reports on composite galaxies in the BPT diagrams of [SII]/HU versus
[OIII]/HV and [OI]/HU versus [OIII]/HV in the literature. We directly accepted the same criterion applied in the BPT diagram of
[NII]/HU versus [OIII]/HV. Then, the upper and lower boundaries of .upper = . + 0.075 and .lower = . − 0.08 have been
determined and shown in the bottom-middle panel of Figure 1 in the BPT diagram of [SII]/HU versus [OIII]/HV. Meanwhile,
the overlapped region by the same criterion in the BPT diagram of [OI]/HU versus [OIII]/HV is too small to be shown. Thereby,
a smaller percentage of 0.5% than 1% is applied to determine the upper and lower boundaries of .upper = . + 0.05 and
.lower = . − 0.07 shown in the BPT diagram of [OI]/HU versus [OIII]/HV in the bottom-right panel of Figure 1.
It is very interesting that there is a larger overlapped area between .upper and .lower for composite galaxies in the BPT diagram
of [NII]/HU versus [OIII]/HV, but much smaller overlapped areas in the BPT diagrams of [OI]/HU versus [OIII]/HV and [SII]/HU
versus [OIII]/HV. Therefore, the BPT diagram of [NII]/HU versus [OIII]/HV is more efficient and powerful to classify the
composite galaxies than the other two BPT diagrams. And moreover, the defined composite galaxies in the BPT diagram of
[NII]/HU versus [OIII]/HV cannot be totally in the right places for composite galaxies in the other two BPT diagrams of [OI]/HU
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versus [OIII]/HV and [SII]/HU versus [OIII]/HV. The different properties of composite galaxies in different BPT diagrams reflect
interesting but different dependence of forbidden emission lines on intrinsic different kinds of activities from AGN or from
star-forming.
Finally, more detailed discussions have been shown on robust results through the t-SNE technique by the following two ways.
On the one hand, besides the results shown in Figure 1 and Figure 2, Figure 4 shows similar results confirmed through the t-SNE
technique applied with different hyper-parameters to the same four-dimensional data of narrow line ratios of the collected 35857
narrow emission-line galaxies. Here, the accepted hyperparameters re-applied in the t-SNE technique are [50, 10, 80, 1000] for
perplexity, early exaggeration, learning rate and number of steps, respectively. Two definite data clusters can be re-confirmed
and similar final results can be re-confirmed in the BPT diagrams as the results shown in Figure 1. On the other hand, in order
to reduce computational complexity, especially to reduce probable effects of much different number densities of the objects in
different regions of BPT diagrams, the BPT diagrams have been well smoothed leading to the almost even number densities
in different regions with total 14554 objects collected from the 35857 objects, which are shown in bottom panels of Figure 5.
Then, the similar t-SNE and PCA techniques are applied to do the data reduction and visualization of the four-dimensional data
of the smoothed 14554 narrow emission-line galaxies. Here, the accepted hyperparameters applied in the t-SNE technique are
[150, 5, 100, 800] for perplexity, early exaggeration, learning rate and number of steps, respectively. Top panels of Figure 5 show
the 2D projections by the t-SNE and PCA techniques. Nice two clusters can be well confirmed by the t-SNE technique. Bottom
panels of Figure 5 show properties of the objects in the two clusters and then the dividing lines applied in the BPT diagrams for
the 14554 narrow emission-line galaxies.
Before the end of the section, there is one point we should note. As what we have known, there are two subsamples included
in type-2 AGN: Seyfert galaxies and LINERs, and moreover, there are reported dividing lines between LINERs and Seyfert
galaxies in the BPT diagrams, such as the results shown in Kewley et al. (2006) and in Schawinski et al. (2007). However, as the
discussed results in de Souza et al. (2017), the Gaussian mixture model can not provide statistical evidence for the existence of
a Seyfert/LINER dichotomy for the emission-line galaxies from SDSS DR7. Moreover, as the shown results through the t-SNE
technique in Figure 2, in top-left panel of Figure 4 and in top-left panel of Figure 5, we cannot yet find a third data cluster
determined by the t-SNE technique. More efforts should be necessary on constructing a new high-dimensional data including
more valuable information. Therefore, at the current stage, we can not provide clear clues on the dividing lines between LINERs
and Seyfert galaxies through the t-SNE technique, and we do not show further discussions any more on dividing lines between
LINERs and Seyfert galaxies in the manuscript.
3. CONCLUSIONS
BPT diagrams are powerful tools for classifying narrow emission-line galaxies with different central activity properties.
However, how to define the dividing lines in the BPT diagrams between different kinds of narrow emission-line galaxies is always
an interesting challenge. Here, we can find well defined dividing lines through the pure mathematical t-SNE technique applied to
the local narrow emission-line galaxies in SDSS DR15. The results not only show the charming harmonization of the theoretical
expectations and the actual results from real observed properties through the powerful t-SNE technique, and also provide further
confirmation on classification of the composite galaxies more efficiently in the BPT diagram of [OIII]/HV versus [NII]/HU.
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